
Protecting & Securing 
Web Servers has 
Never Been EASIER!

SecureAgent DataSafe for Web Servers enables secure management of files among FTP servers and web servers. 

Now, your company can focus on core business while SecureAgent DataSafe secures your web servers. 

SecureAgent DataSafe  enables secure management of files along with backups that are securely maintained off-

site, enabling efficient HIPAA Privacy compliance. Under HIPAA laws, your company must ensure that all electronic 

submissions containing sensitive information are transmitted and stored in a secure manner. Managing files can 

be fast, simple and more secure than ever. The user-friendly interface and drag-and-drop features, enable easy 

copying and retrieval of files.

Ensures data privacy within organizations

Protects organizations servers from Hackers and prevents Hackers from deleting/altering files

Secure remote access enables system monitoring and problem resolution without ever leaving your desk

Provides automatic email notification of all backup activity

SecureAgent DataSafe  for Web Servers:
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How It Works

InternetDesktop Web
Server

User sends data from their computer        via the Internet       to an off-site encrypted backup web server
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SecureAgent DataSafe can be automated for ease of use.

To schedule your backup, 
select "Automatic" or 

"Manual" from the 
"Schedule Type" 
drop-down box. 

If you choose the "Automatic"
option, you will be able to customize

your scheduled backup for the 
day(s) of the week as well as the 

time of your backups.
By choosing "Manual", you start 

your backup while at your pc.

   SAFE      ENCRYPTED     AUTOMATICWith SecureAgent DataSafe  Your Backup is

SecureAgent DataSafe will safely backup and store your data utilizing the SecureAgent  technology software layer, 
which protects remote and networked communications with a special combination of patented and patent-
pending processes including user authentication, compression and encryption.
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Convenient

SecureAgent DataSafe for Web Servers was designed with convenience in mind. You can copy data with one click! 

Temporary files and system-generated files can be excluded from copy jobs. SecureAgent DataSafe for Web 

Servers offers a convenient server list and a simple navigational system similar to MS Windows  Explorer.  R
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Eliminates the vulnerability of FTP providing total security. 

Utilizes patented SecureAgent technology, unlike standard FTP.

Utilizes a secure target server during file transfer. 

Utilizes SNS (Secure Name Servers) to ensure additional internal security.

This GUI screen
enables you to control
and monitor servers.

Increases Efficiency

System and function efficiency are key in file 

management. Multiple connections and servers can be 

managed simultaneously. Multiple tasks may be carried 

out, because files can be copied in the background while 

other functions are being executed. By coping only the 

data that has changed, file management speed is greatly 

increased. 

Maintain and 
Monitor Servers
from One Location!

The SecureAgent Graphical User Interface (GUI) controls and monitors the server. 

Your files remain backed up and encrypted until 

you retrieve them. When needed, your files are 

as easily retrieved, as they are stored. Your 

personally selected password assures that only 

you have access to your private data.

Retrieving Secured Files

Security Features

Requirements for confidentiality and cost efficiency are essential elements in any business. Security is a primary 

component of SecureAgent Datasafe for Web Servers. All data is encrypted during transfer, rendering the data 

illegible and useless to anyone other than the authenticated recipient. 

SecureAgent DataSafe’s user-friendly features enable you to:

Maintain security. Securely update data to websites, download information and backup files using 
SecureAgent DataSafe

Your files remain backed up and encrypted until you retrieve them

You hold the key (personally selected password) that assures only you have access to your data
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Benefits and Features of SecureAgent DataSafe for Web Servers

SecureAgent DataSafe for Web Servers
 Backup and Manage Files Securely!

Complies with HIPAA Privacy Act

Protects critical data

SecureAgent DataSafe for Web Servers eliminates the vulernability of FTP

Increases security/privacy and efficiency

Data can be copied with just one click

Navigation similar to Windows  Explorer

Protects organizational servers from hackers

Drag-and-drop/copy-and-paste functionality

Copies files in background processes

Encrypts and compresses data

Uses SecureAgent Secure Name Servers (SNS)

"Dockable" in-progress and Log windows

You can even use SecureAgent Administrator to limit a user's access to only his or her directories!

For additional information regarding SecureAgent Software, please contact us at:

2448 East 81st Street, Suite 2000, Tulsa, OK 74137-4271 USA  

SecureAgent Software

www. .comSecureAgent
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